Specially designed for students in grades 6-9, this popular dictionary has been updated to reflect the latest developments in all areas of vocabulary. It contains more than 65,000 entries and dozens of frequently occurring new words, such as couscous, hijab, Hmong, LCD, and stem cell. Definitions are enhanced by hundreds of feature notes and more than 2,000 full-color photographs, drawings, and diagrams.

Were very pleased with this dictionary. So far theres only been 1 word that she hasnt been able to find, and thats just amazing! Our large, adult Websters misses more than that, and she finds it very hard to use. This one is much more kid-friendly, and it has almost all the words she needs to look up (no bragging - shes working on a middle school word-study level, but shes not developmentally ready for a more adult dictionary). Excellent choice - thanks, Amazon!

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
The American Heritage Student Dictionary - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!